Bloomberg Gender-Equality Index

Index Description
DES<GO> - DES provides transparency into the characteristics and/or members of an index, and allows you to access consolidated financial data and fundamental background information for all types of indices from one place. You can use DES to deepen your understanding of an index and what it represents, so you determine whether an index meets your criteria for analysis or investment.

Additional BGEI indices are available at:

BFGEI INDEX <GO>  Bloomberg Financial Services Gender-Equality Index
BGEIXF INDEX <GO>  Bloomberg Gender-Equality ex-Financials Index

Member Weightings
MEMB<GO> - MEMB displays the members of an index and its current weightings, along with shares and price performance, so you can evaluate the composition of your index to determine the performance of the security relative to other members.

Company News
CN<GO> - CN is a filtered view of the News (N) function. CN allows you to stay on top of breaking or important news regarding index member securities.

Equity Index Movers MOV<GO> - MOV allows you to analyze the stocks that drive the movement of a selected index, so you can identify the effect that each member has on the group as a whole.

BGEI is for informational use only and may not be used as the basis of any financial instrument, to measure the performance of an investment fund, or for any other purpose absent Bloomberg's express written consent.
Financial Analysis on a Single Security

FA ESG - FA ESG is a section category within Bloomberg’s Financial Analysis database (FA<GO>). FA ESG displays Environmental, Social, and Governance information (ESG) for the company ticker loaded in the top left amber box. Bloomberg Gender-Equality Index survey fields are available within either the “Social” or “Governance” tabs within FA ESG. Right-click on an amber data field to view the field definition.

Data Transparency

FA ESG - Select a data point to display underlying data transparency. Click on the white excel field ID to reveal a paper icon. Select the paper icon to launch the underlying Gender-Equality Index survey source document submitted by the firm, highlighting the data point selected. View supplementary data provided by the firm within the source document.

Equity Screening Tool

EQS<GO> - EQS allows you to screen for companies that meet a customized set of criteria so you can generate investment ideas, create lists of securities to follow, and validate your trade ideas by seeing how they performed historically.

Environmental, Social & Governance Analysis

ESG<GO> - ESG provides an overview of a company’s environmental, social, and governance performance, both over time and versus peers, so you can assess current and historical ESG risks and opportunities.